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Stanley High School Curriculum Map, Key Topic 4 

Winter 2 – Year 9 
Weimar and Nazi 
Germany 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Half Term 

Topic The Nazi 
policies 
towards 
women  

Nazi policies 
towards the 
young 

Nazi 
policies 
towards 
the young 

Employment 
and living 
standards 

Employment 
and living 
standards 

The 
persecution 
of the 
minorities 

The 
persecution 
of the 
minorities 

 

Expected progress Pupils will study what the role of women were in Nazi Germany and the views on women, 
including marriage, family, employment and appearance. We look at how the young were 
indoctrinated by propaganda and controlled free time. Pupils look at the groups for both girls and 
boys. We then move onto look at what the Nazi policies were to reduce unemployment, including 
labour service, autobahns, rearmament and the ‘invisible unemployed.’ Pupils are taught about 
the changes in the standard of living and how working hard in Germany was seen to be the way 
forward (e.g the Labour Front, Strength Through Joy and the Beauty of Labour.’) We finish the 
module looking at how minorities in Germany were persecuted, including Slavs, ‘gypsies,’ 
homosexuals and those with disabilities. We also study Kristallnacht (the Night of the Broken 
Glass) and the persecution of the Jews and tough upon the ‘Final Solution’ / Holocaust. 
 

Assessment Week 1 - Pupils will be assessed on 3 key questions (based on key topic 3), based upon sample 
materials from the exam board. The questions will follow the question stems of: ‘What can we 
infer from this source…’ ‘Explain why…’ and the comparison of 2 sources to detect source utility.  
Also, pupils will be asked ‘what is the difference between interpretation 1 and 2’ questions and 
also, ‘suggest one reason why interpretations 1 and 2 give different views about…’ Pupils are 
taught in lessons how to analyse both sources and interpretations properly and the difference 
between them. They will also complete the final, more complex skill question type of ‘how far do 
you agree with interpretation 1 / 2…’  
 
Week 7 – End of module test – Full examination with all question types based upon key topic 4 
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Numeracy and 
Literacy 

Pupils will have a range of dates to remember. A chronological timeline is at the bottom of the 
title page to indicate the context of the lesson. Silent reading is an integral part of most lessons. 
Pupils are given information sheets to refer to for extra subject knowledge beyond teacher 
delivery to ensure vocabulary is extended further. In addition to this, pupils are given a ‘key 
words’ list at the start of each unit to ensure they know what the German words are within 
lessons and so they feel comfortable they have a key words list they can always return to, should 
they forget. 

Digital Literacy Power Point used to address key words and ideas 
 

Cross-Curricular PSHE – Moral aspects of how people would have felt given all the Nazis were promising them and 
how women felt going from full time careers to back in the home 
RE – Why Hitler had a problem with the two main strands of Christianity, which were dominant in 
Germany at this time  
Politics – Pupils are reminded of the political spectrum and how political parties try to win 
support (e.g. reducing unemployment/publishing positive employment statistics) 
Psychology – What appeals to human needs/techniques of propaganda posters/indoctrination 
methods (especially homing in on the idea children were easier to manipulate and were going to 
be the future of the Fatherland) 
 

Careers Prime Minister, Politician, Politician's assistant, Local councillor, Solicitor, Barrister, Judge, 
Teacher, Lecturer, Journalist, Police officer, Forensic scientist/detective, Accountant, Librarian, 
Archivist, National trust, Analysist, Historic buildings inspector/conservation officer, Museum 
education officer, Museum/gallery curator, Museum/gallery exhibitions officer, Archaeologist, 
Civil Service administrator, Editorial assistant, Human resources officer, Marketing executive, 
Policy officer. 

SMSC • (Spiritual) By exploring the results of right and wrong behaviour in the past.  

• (Spiritual)By considering how things would be different if the course of events had been 
different; for example what difference would it have made if the Germans had been 
successful in WWI? 

https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/politicians-assistant
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/solicitor
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/archaeologist
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/civil-service-administrator
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/editorial-assistant
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/human-resources-officer
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/marketing-executive
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/policy-officer
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• (Spiritual) By speculating about how we mark important events from History and the people 
who shaped them. 

• (Moral) By going beyond the facts and asking pupils to make hypotheses and pose questions 
such as ‘what if…?’ ‘what would have turned a tragedy into a triumph?’ 

• (Social) By giving the trigger for discussions about how groups and communities organised 
themselves in the past. 

• (Social) By considering questions about social structure in the past  

• (Social) By encouraging pupils to talk to their parents and grandparents; for example, when 
learning about World War Two 

• (Cultural) By investigating how culture is shaped by history, exploring the ‘cultural heritage’ 
of a country 

• (Cultural) Knowledge of Britain’s democratic parliamentary system and its central role in 
shaping our history and values 

FBV • Enable students to develop their self-knowledge, self-esteem and self-confidence 
• Enable students to distinguish right from wrong and to respect the civil and criminal law of 

England 
• Encourage students to accept responsibility for their behaviour, show initiative, and to 

understand how they can contribute positively to the lives of those living and working in the 
locality of the school and to society more widely 

• Enable students to acquire a broad general knowledge of and respect for public institutions 
and services in England 

• Further tolerance and harmony between different cultural traditions by enabling students to 
acquire an appreciation for and respect for their own and other cultures 

• Encourage respect for other people, and 

Encourage respect for democracy and support for participation in the democratic processes, 
including respect for the basis on which the law is made and applied in England. 

Cultural Capitol Pupils will have an understanding of the political spectrum, democracy and the importance of 
tolerance. Pupils will also have an idea of how propaganda can affect a nation’s view on how a 
country is controlled. 
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Extended learning 
opportunities 

Pupils will be asked to complete exam style questions, do a reading activity or a research piece of 
work. 

 


